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Workshop Plan by Mr. Hiroki Miura1 

 

６０ minutes：Look back on the past 

 

Objectives： 

1. Share “what have I been doing, experiencing, feeling so far” with everyone to establish a firm friendship and a sense of unity. 

 Backgrounds：Each of three prefectures in the “Tohoku” area has a different kind of damages and losses. Even inside one prefecture, an inland 

region and a seaside region are in totally different situations. Students and teachers from all over the “Tohoku” area who gathered for the OECD 

Tohoku School and met each other for the first time in the first Tohoku School will carry out the mission together. This workshop will be the first step 

towards 2014 to build a firm friendship. It is important that students will start establish and share a sense of unity. 

2. Look back on the past. “What have I been feeling, doing, and thinking about”?  

Backgrounds：Children who suffered from the earthquake and the tsunami will have different feelings toward recovery of Tohoku area depending on 

whether they have looked back on the past or not. There may be students, who want or do not want to express, who can or cannot express their 

feelings. However, the students who participate in Tohoku School are eager to “go forward from the past to the future” and to “talk about the future”.   

Students will be given sufficient time to look back on the past in the beginning of the first Tohoku School in order to establish a friendship and a sense 

of unity between students by thinking, discussing and sharing what they have done, thought and felt with everyone. Also it is expected that students 

will find and learn a new point of view and different opinions. 

  

Equipments, stationeries, etc. 

 Drawing papers, post it(large size), marker pens(12 colours, 2 sets for each team) 

  

                                                      

1 This workshop plan was created by Mr. Hiroki Miura, a facilitator of OECD Tohoku School #1. 
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Timeline Theme 

/Topics  

Description of the planned activity Measure of success 

13:30-13:40 

（10min）  

Introduction  Create a relaxing atmosphere  Take seats in home groups. 

 Introduction Facilitator will explain what we will do (look back on the past, time 

travel to the past, think what we were doing on the day of the earthquake and 

what we have been doing from the day until now, how was our life before the 

earthquake) in this workshop while working slowly by each team. 

 Relaxing atmosphere, 

tranquillity  

 Students are ready to talk 

openly about their feelings 

and experiences. 

13:40-14:00 

（20min） 

Draw a 

curved line 

showing your 

ups and 

downs since 

the day of 

earthquake 

until now 

 A <line> of the facilitator The facilitator will show his own <line> and talk about 

his experiences and feelings as an example. The facilitator will draw his line on 

the big paper on the wall. 

 Vertical axis（＋）──0──（−）will show the level of your mind (your ups 

and downs), horizontal axis will show the time line: Before 2011.March 11 ─

─March11──one month after March 11──three months after──6 months 

after ──9 months after──1 year after（now）──the near future  

 Draw a line graph showing your ups and downs during the past one year 

after March 11 using various colours and lines effectively.  

 If you have times when you suddenly went into a deep depression, gradually 

recovered or suddenly recovered from the depression, write the cause of 

them on post-its and put them on the point where you experienced them.

（e.g. My house was swallowed up by the tsunami, I could see my friends 

again at my school，I was discriminated against, I got new friends …） 

 Students are not forced to express everything especially things which they 

do not want to talk about or cannot talk about such as a loss of their parents 

or/and friends that could cause them a trauma or PTSD.   

 Every <line> is an art work Students will draw a line since the earthquake with 

 Express feelings not by 

words but by “Art” (a line). 

Each student will write their 

own line. 

 Students will have an 

opportunity to express their 

feelings not by words but in 

another way. 
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a marker pen expressing their feelings. 

 Putting all <line>s together What can we make with all lines?! 

Make comments on the <line>s（e.g. Where’s the lowest/the highest on the 

vertical axis? etc.） 

13:00-14:30 

（30min） 

Share our 

<line of 

mind> from 

the 

earthquake 

until now 

 Each student will present his/her own <line> in about 5 minutes. Students will be 

in teams of 6. (It takes about 30 minutes) Question each other in case if the 

presentation finished early. Talk also about the line to the near future, if it is 

going up or down.  

 

     （Local leaders and mentors will present in front of everyone what was something 

impressive or striking to them during this workshop and what students have 

suffered from and enjoyed since March 11. Find differences and similarities 

between home teams and make them into a story/ a history.  

 

 Lines drawn by students will be collected and taken picture of with students’ 

approval (as they are personal information). They will be important documents as 

to know how children look back on the past.  

・ Talk ─ ─ Listen ─ ─ Receiving 

comments from others 

 


